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HELIX OVERVIEW
__________

Helix is a specialized sail structure evolved from North Sails Load Sharing Technology.
Load Sharing Technology is a sail design and engineering solution that redistributes
rig loads from a cable or headstay into the sail membrane.
Helix structure and optimized shaping creates a more versatile sail that is self
supporting and forward projecting.

HELIX BENEFITS
__________

Self supporting sails reduce rig loads and eliminate the need for tight, heavy cables.
Helix sails fly with support from the sail structure not a cable (cables require enormous
tension to overcome sag). Without the need for a heavy torque cable, Helix sails are
lighter and easier to handle and store. Helix sails use a small dyneema cord or skinny
luff sling to share the rig load.
Forward projection creates a better entry angle and allows sailing through a wider
wind range. A free flying Helix sail will project forward and to windward, compared to a
traditional sail hanging to leeward from a cable. On 75% Code Zero sails, Helix eliminates
the problem of a floppy luff and floppy leech from the extra girth. On closer winded
sails, Helix reduces luff sag and promotes a more forward flying luff profile at a small
percentage of overall mast and sprit load.

W H AT S A I L T Y P E S C A N U S E H E L I X ?
__________

Today, North Sails builds Code Zeros and Code 65 sails with Helix as a default sail
extra. Code 55 Sails can have Helix as a special option with design consultation
We also offer Helix in specialty reaching sails such as Jib Tops, Spinnaker Staysails and
Genoa Staysails.

W H AT T Y P E S O F M AT E R I A L S C A N U S E H E L I X ?
__________

Helix is available for both NPL Downwind and 3Di DOWNWIND sails.
3Di molded composite sails are especially suited for Helix load sharing construction.

HOW DO HELIX SAILS FURL?
__________

A Helix sail furls bottom-up without the aid of an anti-torsion cable.
Helix sails come with a small dyneema luff cord that may be fitted with tack and head plates to fit
a specific furling system. Bottom-up furling generally requires extra attention: bearing away and
holding the clew down are common techniques used during the bottom-up furling process.
A Helix sail can furl top-down when used in conjunction with an external rope top down furling
system. Top-down furling is generally considered more reliable, especially on larger boats or larger
sail girth sails such as a Code Zero. The added weight and windage are not as optimal as luff furling,
but may be the right choice for certain applications though typically not recommended.
In general, for boats under 45’ bottom up is an easy and acceptable method of furling.
For boats over 45’ and sail girths over 70%, bottom up furling becomes less reliable and some boats
and some crews may prefer the reliability of an external furling system.
North Sails is presently in development with Future Fibres on a new category of lighter weight Helix
AT cords that are being created to bring lightweight, top-down furling back into the mix. Stay tuned...

DON’T ALL OF THESE “CABLE-LESS” SAILS FROM
D I F F E R E N T S A I L M A K E R S A C T U A L LY H AV E C A B L E S ?
__________

Correct - there is no such thing as cable-less. Regardless of the hyperbole, all “cable-less”
sails have some kind of luff rope - whether a high-modulus cord or an anti-torsion cable.
The primary purpose of the luff cord is to provide fine sail shape control by allowing
tensioning of the sail material. This cord functions like a leech or foot cord on a spinnaker
when the sail is flying. More tension on the cord creates a fuller entry, less tension creates
a finer entry.
The cord in a Helix sail needs to share only part of the total tack load. On a 75% Code
Zero, the sail carries about 80% of the total load. The cord also helps to stabilize the luff
providing an entry that’s easier to fly.

HOW ARE RIG LOADS LOWER WITH A HELIX SAIL?
__________

Helix design uses the sail structure to support the luff opposed to a cable
supporting the sail. In general, the sail membrane is taking a large portion of the load,
projecting the luff forward and achieves a flying sail shape not restricted by a tight
cable. A Helix design will have lower tack loads as the aerodynamic load is applied
to the sail, without the additional load required to keep a cable straight. The sail’s
luff structure is designed to handle sailing loads while providing enough structure for
torsional loads encountered when furling.
For Helix Code Zero’s (75% smg) the sail carries approximately 80% of the tack load
with approximately 2% headstay sag. Code Sails for narrower AWA’s are flatter and
need less headstay sag. As a result, they have higher tack loads and the load sharing
may be closer to 50/50 between the sail and the luff cord.

HOW IS THE LUFF OF A HELIX SAIL FINISHED?
__________

By default, when ordering a Helix sail, it will come with a small diameter heat set Dyneema
Luff Cord or Sling. This luff rope will terminate above the tack, and lashing will set between
the forward most tack web and the end of the luff rope so the rope can be adjusted.
As an option, a Helix sail can be fitted with a Smart Sling which will have lower stretch
than and LDX75 rope. This is especially true on sails with luff lengths over 25m or for
sails that will be sailing at tighter angles. 3Di Helix sails are engineered to working
strains of approx 0.15%, so having a low stretch sling helps fine tune the leading edge.
The sling will still be finished shorter than the luff and be adjusted above the tack.
Another option, for clients that require extremely reliable furling even with unskilled
crew, is to fit the sail with an external AT rope. The sail will then need to be set with a
top down furler, and the cable will be slightly longer than the sail.

W H AT A R E T H E H E A D + TA C K P L AT E S ,
AND DO I NEED THEM?
__________

Head and Tack Plates are optional for furling Helix sails that will be used for bottom up
furling, where the tack will be fitted directly to the furler. Matching a tack plate to the
furler will ensure that the tack fitting matches the jaw width and pin size of the furler, and
eliminating slop between the furler and sail, to ensure efficient furling. When ordering the
Corner Plate extra, your sail designer will specify the correct plate for the furler unit.
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H O W M U C H L U F F T E N S I O N S H O U L D I A P P LY ?
__________

The sail is set up in the loft using a precise and well defined cord length based on the
amount of loads the sail and cord need to share. A small adjustment may be needed
to suit conditions and user preferences. The cloth tension is controlled by the lashing
between the sail tack and the luff cord.
Tack Load, different than cloth tension, is how hard you need to pull down the tack
to obtain an optimal luff profile (projection/sag). Helix sails require lower tack loads
then cabled sails. In general, there is only a small range of tack line adjustment needed
throughout the wind range. Pulled down tight for the closest angles and very slightly
eased for wider angles.

TA C K L O A D v s . L U F F L E N G T H
Here is a graph showing the types of loads you can expect to see on a Code Zero (75%smg)

Tack Load (kg)

HELIX Code Zero @ 2% Sag
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W H AT I S T H E F U T U R E O F H E L I X ?
__________

Helix applications are constantly evolving. Load Sharing Technology was first seen in
2013 on ORACLE TEAM USA and Emirates Team New Zealand, and we expect to see
this technology continue to develop to benefit any sail, both upwind and downwind,
where headstay tension is an issue. In collaboration with our sister company Future
Fibres, Helix load sharing capabilities promise to bring an entirely new level of above
the deck sailing solutions.

